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 ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
installed. It is so arranged that this section may be energized
either from the 600 volt line or the 1200 volt line, depending on
the direction in which the car is traveling. The car is run under
the dead section and the change-over switch thrown to the proper
position; the dead section is then energized by closing a pole
switch which connects it with the line ahead.
Alternating Current Control.—As the principal advantage in
the use of alternating current motors on the car is the possibility
of using high trolley voltages and as the alternating current
motors are best designed for low voltage, i.e., from 200 to 225
volts, a transformer must be used on the car to reduce the trolley
voltage to that suitable for the motors. Since taps may be taken
from the various coils of this transformer to furnish still lower
voltages useful in starting the car without the resistance loss
entailed by the resistance type of direct current motor control,
the principle of alternating motor control differs somewhat from
those previously explained.
Alternating current control systems may be either main cir-
cuit or of the master control multiple unit type. If the former,
the controller is similar to the K series-parallel drum controller
with the exception that there are fewer notches, usually five or
six only, and no series-parallel connections. The magnetic
blowout coil is also omitted as the alternating current arc is not
difficult to extinguish without the coil. The various contacts
made between controller sectors and the stationary fingers
serve to connect the motors, generally permanently connected
two in series, to the various taps of the transformer. The
reversal of the motors is accomplished in .the same manner as
in the type K controller, the reverse cylinder reversing either the
armature or field connections.
With the alternating current master control the principle of
operation is the same as before. The magnetic cores of the re-
verser and contactors must, however, be laminated for use on
alternating current circuits.
In order that connections may be changed from one transformer
tap to another without opening the circuit it is necessary to close
a local circuit through a portion of the transformer winding; i.e.,
if special precautions are not taken a short circuit will be formed
in a portion of the transformer coil as two taps of the transformers
are connected to the same motor terminal. In order to avoid
this difficulty the current is reduced in the local circuit by means

